
S H A R I N G  G R O W T H



1 About us



Experience, multiverse, artificial intelligence, digital and phigital
events, data-driven, and multichannel media: knowing how to 
communicate is vital for any enterprise, public or private, 
multinational or artisanal. 

It is necessary to know and foresee; it is necessary to be able to 
govern a complex System that has the task of telling inclusive and 
relevant stories to all stakeholders of the third millennium. For over 
20 years we have been working in Live & Hybrid Events, Brand 
Experience Design, ATL and BTL idea-driven campaigns, Meetings & 
Incentive Industry, Video Production, Digital Events Platforms, and 
Audience Discovery.

We are an innovative SME listed on Euronext Growth Milan. In line 
with our mission "Sharing Growth", we are a Benefit Company and we 
have embarked on a virtuous ESG path because we believe it is 
important to transform communication costs into investments that 
respect the 3Ps:
People, Planet, Prosperity.



OUR PAYOFF IS OUR MISSION

IS A MODEL OF SUSTAINABILITY INTEGRATED 
INTO THE BUSINESS 
because we support our clients in realizing 
communication projects with a positive impact

IS A MODEL OF A HAPPY SOCIETY
because it puts People and the Planet at the 
centre of Shared Prosperity goals

IT IS A SCALABLE MODEL
because it stems from our imprinting and 
propagated in our customer projects



A HISTORY THAT 
STARTS FROM AFAR 
AND GOES BEYOND.

2000

ESTABLISHMENT OF 
SINERGIE.
The company engages in 
corporate and incentive 
events worldwide.

2015

ESTABLISHMENT OF 
SG HOLDING.
The company positions itself 
as a top live and digital 
communications player 
through the acquisition of 
digital, consumer and format 
companies.

2018

SG ACQUIRES
BRAINWAVES.
With the acquisition of 
Brainwaves, SG expands its 
services in the digital world.

2010

A SUCCESSFULL 
FIRST DECADE.
Sinergie celebrates 10 years 
of prestigious and recurring 
client relationships.

2018

SG TAKES OFF.
SG is listed on Euronext 
Growth Milan and embarks 
on the one company process 
with the integration of all 
communication and events 
skills.

2019

SG ACQUIRES 
DOUBLE.
SG acquires a majority stake 
in Double, a video production 
house, adding an important 
piece to its portfolio services.

2020

2022

SG ACQUIRES 
MISSION TO HEART.
SG acquires a majority stake 
in MiTH, integrating its 
expertise in the field of 
integrated and digital 
communication.

2022

SG ACQUIRES 
LOUDER ITALIA.
With the acquisition of 25% of 
Louder Italia, SG enhances its 
expertise in events and 
communication, with focus on 
B2C.

BENEFIT COMPANY
& INNOVATIVE SME.
SG unveils a new 2021/2023 
Business Plan, an AUCAP 
project and embarks on an ESG 
path.



+20 YEARS OF AWARD-WINNING EXPERIENCE

BEST AGENCY 

BEST NON-PROFIT SOCIAL EVENT 

BEST INTERNATIONAL EVENT

BEST ITALIAN EVENT 

BEST EVENT 

FOOD COMMUNITY AWARD

ISO 9001 CERTIFICATION

ISO 37001:2016 CERTIFICATION

UNIVERSITY LECTURES AND WORKSHOPS AT IED, LUISS, IULM

FOUNDER MEMBERS AssoNEXT



2 The Company
structure



A SET OF CONNECTED AND 
INTEGRATED COMPANIES

The companies-agencies that are part of the 
SG Company Group deal with strategies, 
consultancy, and services necessary for the 
realization of any communication project. 
Every input received is thus transformed into a 
series of outputs to respond most effectively 
and economically to our client's demands and 
to trigger sharing and optimization of 
communication investments.



We have been one of the leading agencies in the Events Industry for over twenty years now, with focus on Live Communication, Events 
Production and M.I.C.E.; we know how to create, develop and produce with painstaking care every project entrusted to us, leveraging on 
the experience gained over the years and the professional expertise of our teams: people who work with passion, dedication and utmost 
attention to every detail.

Our core business is the realization of physical events, but in recent years we have been able to rapidly and successfully integrate 
elements of digitization and new technologies for virtualizing spaces, creating digital experiences, and creating engagement and lead 
generation. The world of events has officially entered a new era.

WE SPECIALIZE IN:

• Live Communication Events
• Phygital & Digital Events
• Incentive Travel
• Meetings
• Conventions
• Road Shows



The agency specializes in digital media, branded content projects, streaming event platform management, martech, and 
data valorization solutions. 
A group of consultants with horizontal competencies with a clear strategy, methodology, and data-driven approach at their core.

WE SPECIALIZE IN:

• Digital & social media marketing
• Branded content & brand entertainment
• Media planning & buying
• Digital analytics & first-party data enhancement
• Web design & web developing
• Digital Events Platform (DYHM)
• Dashboard design/data analysis & visualization

https://www.google.com/partners/agency?id=4241380901


We are the video factory of movie&video professionals. We love our work and consider filmed language to be the most effective tool to 
spark emotions and inform, connect and tell, amaze, innovate, and best position a brand, service, or product, and because we know cause 
and effect of images and how powerful they are, we take painstaking care of each of our productions with an obsession for detail. We 
search for and stage well-defined poetics, different depending on the goals to achieve. We use machines to create our videos and films, 
but it is our Human Touch that makes the difference because we cherish our clients' wishes.

WE SPECIALIZE IN:

• Corporate and digital commercial ADV production
• Video and audio post production
• Motion graphic
• Sound design
• Planning and creation of formats and video content



Nexthing Italia is the newly-established company born from the partnership between Double and Nexthing Ltd: a video and commercial 
ADVs, TV Series and docufilm production house, providing communication strategies and creatives, as well as the most effective location 
of international videos and commercials. Nexthing Ltd is headquartered in London but has operating subsidiaries worldwide, producing 
Commercial ADVs for major multinational corporations and their various countries. 

WE SPECIALIZE IN:

• Communication strategies for commercial ADVs (corporate and product)
• TV Series (concept and production)
• Planning and production of docufilms, formats and video content
• Music Videos
• Video and audio post production
• Motion graphics
• Special Speaking (Voices and Talent)



In a world where no one is willing to listen anymore and companies always have just too much to say, we are the ones you turn to when 
you stop calling them "prospects" and remember that your prospects are actually "people”.
Then again, you can’t rule the heart. You reach it.

WE SPECIALIZE IN:

• Brand strategy
• Brand entertainment
• Branded Content
• Social media
• ATL (films, print, billboards, radio and TV)
• Unconventional marketing
• Podcast



Louder is a communications agency specialized in the organization of events that creates, plans and executes engaging creative ideas for 
leading brands in the Italian and international market.
Through the development of experiential marketing strategies, we plan and produce events capable of engaging our target audiences 
(consumer and business) with the aim of connecting them with the product and brand by creating a special and unique experience.

WE SPECIALIZE IN:

• B2C Events
• Brand activation
• Road shows
• Marketing
• Events
• Format



DO YOU HEAR ME?

To support the world of digital events, we 
created DYHM, which stands for Do You Hear 
Me, a platform that is fully responsive on all 
devices and designed by tracking user 
experience at every touch point, integrated 
with a proprietary advanced analytics 
dashboard built on a Microsoft Power BI 
platform.
Fully cloud-based and brandable, DYHM was 
designed to be offered to the market in 
SAAS/white label rental mode.



OUR CLIENTS



3 Our projects



GOALS AND RESULTS

Sisley reasserts its trust in Sinergie and entrusts it with the making of the first 
major post-pandemic event dedicated to employees and top managers.
A golden opportunity to bring everyone together again in one location and thus
seal the beginning of a new journey.

WHAT WE DID

The SISLEY SEMINAR 2022 was set in the wonderful backdrop of the Grand Hotel 
Rimini: the first post-pandemic event where 150 employees and the top 
managers – including the new CEO Riccardo Ferrari – were able to make their
acquaintance, meet again, work and have a good time together.

Training sessions, sharing of business planning and product launches, mixed with 
conviviality and evenings full of entertainment marked the pace of the guests’ 
days.

Sinergie was responsible for the all-round management of the event: 
from planning and designing the activities and entertainment, to scouting 
the location, setting up the spaces, logistics and transportation,
support and organizational office.

SISLEY PARIS

Sisley Paris Seminar 2022

https://vimeo.com/sgcompany/sisleyparis


GOALS AND RESULTS

After a two-year interruption due to COVID-19, Sinergie once again tables the 
winning bid for the BASF tender and is back to produce the new annual event that
brings together the world’s leading chemical company and its clients and 
stakeholders.

WHAT WE DID

#NOI2050 Nuove Opportunità Insieme: this is the naming of the event held at
Superstudio, which gathered 200 guests for the occasion, hosted by Neri Marcorè, 
who has always shown great empathy for the values fostered by the Company.
A great deal of effort went into the setup of the project, to define and propose an 
innovative format for this type of event capable of fitting the key moments marked
out by the client into a dynamic, but well-structured and never predictable path.

For the occasion, BASF shared one of its main goals: to achieve a climate-neutral
economy by 2050, asserting its commitment to promoting the environmental
transition through an informed review of and effective innovation in production, 
distribution and consumption models.
This focus on the future and on well-being, not only of People but also of the 
Planet, and the commitment to ESG topics were just some of the reasons that led 
BASF to select Sinergie as a partner and entrust it with the concept and planning 
of the event (despite the lifting of COVID restrictions, every step was taken to 
ensure distancing and to follow COVID-free procedures), 
the creative and communication project, authoring and coaching of 
speakers, location scouting, set design, video production and, last but not
least, catering selection.

BASF

BASF #NOI2050 Nuove Opportunità Insieme

https://vimeo.com/sgcompany/basfnoi2050


GOALS AND RESULTS

SINERGIE organized a major event for ITAS Mutua to close the celebrations of 
its 200th anniversary, in attendance, dedicated entirely to the employees, agents 
and their families. 1,200 participants, from grown-ups to children.

WHAT WE DID

For the occasion, Sinergie conceived and built the ITAS Village, an area covering
roughly 13,500 sqm set up inside the Park within Trento’s Le Albere, hosting the 
ITAS Mutua HQ. 
Partners of the event, many names that share with ITAS the values and a deeply-
felt belonging to the local community: MUSE, Aquila Basket and Trentino 
Volleyball. 

The setup of the Village took 5 days and saw the presence of about 40 resources
including technicians and workers. The space included various facilities and points 
of interest dedicated to sport or educational (each partner had in fact its own area 
and related activities), circus-themed play areas for children, and, for toddlers, 
ITAS opened the doors of its corporate nursery. Additionally, the Campari 
corner garnered huge success.

Centrepiece of the Village, a large 10X12 stage fitted with a central 12×5 giant
screen and two 6×4 side screens. From the stage, Bryan “Box” Ronzani, voice of 
Radio 105, hosted the day’s activities, reminding people of the events, and handled
the live links with the correspondent from the park. Institutional moments, as well
as entertainment shared the stage, peaking with a concert by one of the most
interesting and eclectic artists on the Italian music scene. On the catering 
front, 10 different food trucks were deployed, some offering local delicacies, 
while 4 drink bikes for water distribution were open the whole day. 

ITAS Mutua

ITAS Mutua ITAS Village 2022

https://vimeo.com/sgcompany/itasmutua200


GOALS AND RESULTS

Following the awarding of the tender, Sinergie continues its path alongside Daikin 
Italia to develop activities that bring the two brands together under the same 
values and visions.
For the occasion, Sinergie produced the roadshow to preview Daikin’s products 
and initiatives for 2022.

WHAT WE DID

The Daikin Roadshow is a 12-stage tour across Italy, where Daikin introduced 
participants to all the latest features in terms of innovation and sustainability of its 
products.
Each stage features a path divided into six theme islands where topics such as 
sustainability, future of heating, new Digital Marketing strategies, opening of new 
factories in Europe, platforms for accessing Leader 110 tax bonuses, as well as 
obviously the new Emura 3 and Multi+ products will be explored during the various 
limited-attendance speeches.
Sinergie was responsible for the full management of all the stages of the tour: 
logistics, interior layout of the stands, communication, video production, meeting 
organization, catering and entertainment.

DAIKIN Roadshow 2022

DAIKIN Roadshow 2022

https://vimeo.com/sgcompany/daikinroadshow22


BE CHARGE Simone Al Ani

GOALS AND RESULTS

Creation of the Brand and Visual Identity of Be Power Group and subsidiary Be 
Charge. A three-year communication path for the Be Charge brand to achieve 
specific goals: Brand Awareness, Equity and positioning on the Italian market for 
different targets and stakeholders, with a data driven approach, strategy 
solutions and creative ideas.
SG Company was also in charge of managing the website, digital and social 
activities, creating a dedicated blog, and the press office. 

WHAT WE DID

Planning of new logo and graphics specifically for:
• Visual Charging Stations and Partnerships
• New Identity Be Power HQ
• Corporate Fleet Branding
• Production Materials and Gadgets

Development communication campaigns:
• Creation of a "Be The Change, Be Charge" video manifesto that engaged the 
entire SG Company creative and digital team and was premiered at the 2020 
edition of Fuorisalone.
• Conception of the branded content Storie di Carica, appearing on the Wired.it
website and on the brand's social channels, stories of people united by the charge 
they made that enabled them to make a change, boosted by a meticulous 
omnichannel strategy.

BE CHARGE Video Manifesto

BE CHARGE Storie di Carica

BE POWER - BE CHARGE

https://vimeo.com/507464701/50895069e2
https://vimeo.com/507464379/2740cf9ceb
https://vimeo.com/507464759/a442ce2fa3


EOLO Live Show

GOALS AND RESULTS

To create an innovative project, reversing the conventional event dynamic where
the client leaves its context to enter into an outside location, instead bringing the 
endorsing artist directly into the company. With “Eolo Live Show”, we 
revolutionized corporate convention making by bringing the television format into 
the Corporate world and creating an interactive, engaging and highly disruptive 
event. "Eolo Live Show" reached over 500 partners and made Eolo's values and 
relationship with their customers the subject of a new, engaging, dynamic and 
disruptive show.

WHAT WE DID

The original idea of the live communication project was to build a narrative on the 
everyday life of the company and its strong ties with the social fabric and the 
local community.

As a result of the lockdown and the new safety measures, an additional challenge 
had to be overcome: showing closeness to partners without actually being close. 
Thus, the idea of turning the convention into a real TV show, hosted by Fabio 
Volo and with the presence of Eolo's top management live from the company's 
headquarters in Busto Arsizio, where four ad hoc shooting sets were set up.

The television approach not only involved Fabio Volo in his role as host, but also 
transformed the pace and cuts of the shooting, video editing, and especially 
directing. Three industry professionals were brought in for the “Eolo Live Show": 
director Lisa Gaspari (XFactor, E poi c'è Cattelan, Masterchef, Italia's Got Talent, 
Hell's Kitchen) and authors Carlo Crocchiolo (E poi c'è Cattelan, Scherzi a parte, 
Roberto Bolle's ballet shows and the reality Matrimonio a prima vista) and 
Giovanni Bagnari (TV author for RAI, Mediaset, Sky, Discovery).

EOLO

https://vimeo.com/507531878/c091e19940


SPAZIO LENOVO Opening show

SPAZIO LENOVO

https://vimeo.com/507460472/d886738dd9


SPAZIO LENOVO Twitch Event

SPAZIO LENOVO

https://vimeo.com/530772028/0900b8edbe


BMW In Cima alle Emozioni

BMW

https://vimeo.com/531728591/04cacf9dc2


WIND TRE The Wow Now

GOALS AND RESULTS

A race against time to organize in less than a month, in a fully digital rendition, 3 
events on the same day for the birth of the Windtre single brand. The events, 
originally scheduled to be physically attended, risked being totally cancelled due 
to COVID-19 related event stoppages. SG Company and WINDTRE transformed a 
convention into an impactful TV format of huge value.

WHAT WE DID

• 1 digital press conference for journalists
• 1 live event streamed for employees
• 1 live show streamed for clients
• Presence of prominent international and national guests including Uma 

Thurman and Fiorello.

WIND TRE

https://vimeo.com/399096251/09f37f8f4b


AMC Simply Smart

AMC

https://vimeo.com/525444497/e3c6d7c3df


DAIKIN #wedaikin

DAIKIN

https://vimeo.com/543153190/f665381855


GOALS AND RESULTS

Arval, part of the BNP Paribas Group and specialized in long-term rentals, chose to 
land in the market of rental for individuals in a more aggressive way at a highly 
critical moment of time - Phase 2 of the pandemic - when Italians were able to 
finally restart, while having to cope with the crisis, against a shaky work backdrop, 
the fear of returning to social life, and the need to find sustainable solutions to 
their mobility.
Arval, therefore, developed new offerings and asked us to plan the strategy and 
generate ideas and content to bring them to the public.

WHAT WE DID

When you think about your new car, choose a car that thinks about you.
This is the line that closes the video and opens Arval's #TheJourneyGoesOn
campaign. The video, conceived specifically for social media, is introduced by a 
sign that leads us inside the visual mechanism until it takes us to the bottom of the 
offering. The campaign then continued with a dedicated editorial plan 
complemented by vertical dark posts on the range of offers.

ARVAL

Arval Social Campaign

https://vimeo.com/736462833/e81e94a6be


GOALS AND RESULTS

The experience starts at the Nitto ATP Finals Fan Village, where history, tradition 
and technology meld in Piazza San Carlo inside an impressive installation that will 
bring Lavazza A Modo Mio Barista Technology to life. A riveting experience inside 
an approximately 5-meter-high coffee machine dedicated to discovering real 
Italian espresso through an "infinity mirror" intriguing experience.

WHAT WE DID

An impressive installation to bring to life the Lavazza A Modo Mio Barista 
Technology.
Together with Lavazza we played at home, in our Turin, giving international guests 
a compelling experience in the iconic setting of Piazza San Carlo, offering tennis 
fans from around the world an experiential taste of Italian espresso culture. We 
brought the 'augmented' version of Lavazza’s Desea to life, reconciling our 
creativity with our passion for design and technology, creating a visitable, 
captivating installation for a journey into the world of genuine espresso.

LAVAZZA

LAVAZZA On Field Event

https://vimeo.com/736464426/e5a6298a61


GENERALI

GENERALI Sales & Marketing Huddle



BLACKROCK Porsche

BLACKROCK

https://vimeo.com/536698599/4cf25ff264


GOALS AND RESULTS

At a time when Italians are resuming their mobility, especially by car in order to 
feel free and safe, Telepass wishes to relaunch its toll booth service by offering 
discounts.
But in a world where users are flooded with new offers and discounts through 
bombast or pure hard selling, our need was to turn distraction into attraction and 
offer into not only economic, but also environmental value.
We needed to sneer at the queues while giving a solemn and tangible message, 
bringing the audience to our side.

WHAT WE DID

Two videos, coordinated and cut for each format for digital media, built on a 
language that is well positioned in the collective imagination - the documentary -
spicing it up with the irony of a voice much loved by the audience: Roberto 
Pedicini, aka Kevin Spacey or if you like Jim Carrey.

TELEPASS

TELEPASS Video 1

TELEPASS Video 2

https://vimeo.com/736465685/5258b73ab8
https://vimeo.com/736465645/6b299a0e1d


JACUZZI Innexa

JACUZZI

https://vimeo.com/518093354/c648b1818b


PANDORA Stargazing

PANDORA

https://vimeo.com/389935531/fad615febe


YOUTUBE Pulse

YOUTUBE

https://vimeo.com/304832451/f9fba9301d


GOALS AND RESULTS

For the second straight year, Nestlé Italy chose Louder for its Sales Convention.
This year too, the event was held digitally, with the visual attendance of over 400 
employees. The customized platform hosted the streamed flow of the event, with 
the possibility of interacting through engagement mechanics and polls.

WHAT WE DID

The setting took centre stage and featured an impressive 18×6 m maxi curve 
ledwall. All the speakers of the different product categories thus felt enveloped by 
their target worlds, reviewing 2021 results and presenting 2022 goals and 
strategies.

NESTLÉ

NESTLÉ Digital Convention

https://vimeo.com/736573861/e75b3fd0f7


GOALS AND RESULTS

In an everyday routine where even browsing through Facebook has become a 
source of stress and debate, our idea was to add a touch of Christmas spirit to 
social networks. When people came to realize the scale of the initiative, the 
negative comments on the page vanished. The activity was, however, much 
appreciated by the community, which indulged in friendly mock criticism that 
allowed us to raise € 2,000 for the cause.

WHAT WE DID

For every aggressive comment received, we would donate € 1 to the Parole O_stili
association, which tackles this issue. What’s more, we transformed every single 
comment by adding Paluani's Christmas Spirit.
Specifically for the initiative, we used an engagement post published on the 
Facebook page, as well as a dark one for the conversion to a page on the Paluani
website allowing users to also make private donations to Parole O_stili.

PALUANI

PALUANI Social Engagement

https://vimeo.com/736465490/3d371d69e9


MIND Electronic Renaissance

MIND

https://vimeo.com/418417824/a0386c858d


HARIBO Digital activation

GOALS AND RESULTS

The conception for Halloween of a special digital activation for large retailers, and 
a “Un ballo da brividi” prize contest on TikTok, Instagram and Facebook. Goal - to 
reach out to Italian families, inviting them to take part in the “Un ballo da brividi” 
contest and win the ultimate prize and lots of Haribo candy packets!

WHAT WE DID

Creation of Haribo's “famiglia da brividi” featuring six characters, each tied to a 
different candy and with its own monstrous characteristics.
The choice to create the characters fell on VAPS, the Milanese illustrator who has 
worked for over ten years with top brands such as Foot Locker, Vans, Espolòn and 
Gribaudo, a children's publishing house part of the Feltrinelli Editore Group. 
Conception of a contest on the TikTok platform with a challenge for users: to 
repeat the choreography created by ballet dancer Javier Rojas (winner of the 
Dance category of Amici 19), upload it on www.haribounballodabrividi.it and be 
voted by the community. For the occasion, an ad hoc Branded Effect was created 
on the platform with the corresponding music track and Haribo mascot available 
among the usable effects. Involvement of Talents and Influencers to drum up the 
contest, including Chiara Ferragni.

HARIBO

https://vimeo.com/471384997/526a18cc96


GOALS AND RESULTS

Realisation of a special digital activation with the aim of generating awareness 
around the brand's body care line and encouraging drive-to-store to over 1,700 
perfumeries and shops throughout Italy. 

WHAT WE DID

The creative concept was inspired by Clarins' manifesto claim 'live beautifully'. The 
proposed story tells of how taking care of others basically means taking care of 
yourself, and to do so involves two exceptional influencers: Paola Turani and Giulia 
Valentina. A storytelling developed on the value of a special and authentic 
friendship, as much on social as in real life, between two of the most quoted 
influencers of the moment, who boast very important numbers on their respective 
social networks.

CLARINS ITALIA

CLARINS ITALIA Body special activation



GOALS AND RESULTS

Our educational sampling was complemented by an onsite and digital activity 
involving 4 leading influencers: Giulia Pauselli, Anselmo Prestini, Erica Liverani and 
Martina Rando.

WHAT WE DID

The Special K tour touched 4 major Italian cities (Turin, Bologna, Rome and Milan) 
to tell how to best start the day by sharing the "secrets" of wellness, lots of fun 
and super special guests. On all occasions, the positioning was perfect from both a 
central role and flow perspective. The meet&greets with influencers brought 
wellness issues to life.

KELLOGG’S

KELLOGG’S Sampling Tour



GOALS AND RESULTS

To define and develop a social strategy capable of enhancing the services offered 
by CDP Venture Capital to startups with an institutional pitch geared primarily 
toward a business audience.

WHAT WE DID

The project strategy identified the creation of two weekly columns as a solution:
• Startup Tales, where startups are told up close, directly from the perspective of 

the founders themselves.
• Xjobs, a column that features open job positions within startups sponsored by 

CDP Venture Capital.
For both columns, we handle both content creation and publication, as well as the 
media plan and sponsorships.

CDP VENTURE CAPITAL Sgr

CDP VENTURE CAPITAL Sgr LinkedIn Plan
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